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iPhoto '11: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals) (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	In case you haven’t heard, the digital camera market is exploding. At this point,
	a staggering 98 percent of cameras sold are digital cameras. It’s taken a few
	decades—the underlying technology used in most digital cameras was invented
	in 1969—but film photography has been reduced to a niche activity.

...
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Basic Urological ManagementSpringer, 2018

	
		Welcome to Basic Urological Management. We hope you enjoy and learn from this
	
		book. The aim of this book is to not only gain knowledge but an understanding of
	
		patient pathways and what to do next for patients at different steps in each pathway.
	
		It is perfectly fine not to know something in medicine and then to go and...
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TMI: My Life in ScandalChicago Review Press, 2020

	
		“Delicious memoir. . . . catnip for Hollywood gossip hounds.” —Publishers Weekly 

	
		The story of how Mario Lavandeira becomes Perez Hilton, the world's first and biggest celebrity blogger, with millions of readers around the globe. 

		
...
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Apple Aperture 1.5 Photographers' GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Apple’s Aperture provides the professional photographer with a powerful new resource for organizing, adjusting, and distributing photographs. Although this young application still has some kinks in it that Apple needs to work out, it may already be the most powerful photo organizing application we’ve ever had.

Today, most...
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Advances in Robot Control: From Everyday Physics to Human-Like MovementsSpringer, 2006
Robotics is still a young science, but we can already identify the people who defined its primary course of development. Suguru Arimoto is one of them. His early works laid the foundations of what nowadays is called modern robot control, and we believe it is both appropriate and necessary to write a book on recent advances in this field in the...
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Virtual Futures for Design, Construction and ProcurementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"For the knowledgeable reader in ICT research it is a must to confirm where technology is now and moreover to see where it is going in the future." Building Engineer

       Bill Bygrave is the Director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Babson College, where he also teaches Free Enterprise....
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Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl - The Definitive EditionDoubleday, 1995
An uncut edition of Anne Frank's diary includes the entries that   were originally omitted by her father--approximately one-third of the   diary--and provides insight into Anne's budding sexuality and her   stormy relationship with her mother. 50,000 first printing. $50,000   ad/promo.

Anne Frank's The Diary of a Young Girl is among the...
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Adaptive Web Design: Crafting Rich Experiences with Progressive EnhancementEasy Readers, 2011


	One glorious afternoon in March, 2006, as a friend and I hurried past Austin’s Downtown Hilton Hotel to catch the next session of the SXSW Interactive Festival, a young stranger arrested our progress. With no introduction or preliminaries, he announced that he was available to speak at An Event Apart, a conference for web designers that...
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Node.js in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Node.js in Practice is a collection of fully tested examples that offer solutions to the common and not-so-common issues you face when you roll out Node. You'll dig into important topics like the ins and outs of event-based programming, how and why to use closures, how to structure applications...
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The Power of Real-Time Social Media Marketing: How to Attract and Retain Customers and Grow the Bottom Line in the Globally Connected WorldMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Today's Hottest Trends for On-the-Spot Marketing!


	"A must read for media and marketers.”

	—Alan Cohen, CEO, OMD USA


	"What do fish tacos, data storage, and disaster relief all have in common? Each has harnessed the power of marketing that amplifies via the real-time social web....
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Cooperative Control of Distributed Multi-Agent SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The paradigm of ‘multi-agent’ cooperative control is the challenge frontier for new control system application domains, and as a research area it has experienced a considerable increase in activity in recent years. This volume, the result of a UCLA collaborative project with Caltech, Cornell and MIT, presents cutting edge results in...
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Reinforcement Learning: State-of-the-Art (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Reinforcement learning encompasses both a science of adaptive behavior of rational beings in uncertain environments and a computational methodology for finding optimal behaviors for challenging problems in control, optimization and adaptive behavior of intelligent agents. As a field, reinforcement learning has progressed tremendously in the...
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